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In [S], Serre and Bass have given a structure theorem for a group acting on a tree. 
An account of their constructions, without proofs, was given in [4], and we shall use 
the notation developed there. The dificult part of the theory is to prove Theorem 1 of 
[4], that a certain graph P is a tree. This was done originally by a complicate:d 
argument involving contraction of subgraphs. In [Z], it was deduced from Britton’s 
lemma for HNN groups. We give here a proof using only elementary graph theory, 
needing no explicit use of reduced or normal form theorems such as Britton’s lemma. 
This seems more in keeping with the spirit of the Bass-Serre theory. We also give a 
result on groups of finite hamological type, as defined by Brown [l]. 
We shall make use of the universal covering of a gralph. If X is a connected graph, 
there exists a tree X and a graph map 4 : X 3 X which\ is onto and locally bijective, 
that is, if 6 is a vertex of X and e is an edge of X with o(e) = q(8), there is a unique 
edge e^ of X such that q(g) = e and o(8) = 6. This can be proved by imlitating the 
topological construction (as in [SJ) or by choosing a maximal tree in X (see [S]). We 
call 4 a universal covering of X (Note that this term is used with a different meaning 
in [4].) If 41 :X1 +X is another universal covering, v is a vertex of X, 6 E X is such 
that q(6) = v, and G1 E& is such that ql(&) = v, then there is a unique isomorphism 
r: 2 + $1 making the diagram 
r A 
\/ 
4 41 
commute (that is, qlr=q) an such that r(6) = 61. This can again be proved 
i ment for topological 
niversal covering. 
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an extension of 8 to be an automorphism 6: Y? +X such that 
i A g-x 
9 I I 4 8 
x-x 
commutes. 
If u, v are in V(X) and O(u) = v, and ii, i? are such that q(6) = u and 
ere is a unique extension 8 of 9 with &u^) = 3. 
This follows immediately from the remarks above since 8q: 2 + X is also a 
universal covering. 
Now let (3, Y) be a graph of groups, choose a maximal tree T and an orientation A 
of Y, and let 7r = ~(9, Y, T). Let t‘ = Y(%, Y, T, A) be the graph constructed in 
[4,8], on -which 7~ acts. It is not difficult to show that Y is connected (see [8]), and we 
wish to show that it is a tree. 
Let q : 2 + ? be a universal covering; we shall make g act on g If f = {x’ 1x E T}, 
then F is a subtree of Y; and there is a lifting j: f + 2, since q is locally onto. (That is, j 
is a graph map with qj == idi;). This can be proved in the same way as Lemma 1 of [4,] 
(for details see [2; Ch. I, Lemma 1’)). For y E A\T let jf be the unique edge of 2 with 
q(jf)=y” and o(jf)= jo(y’)= jo%). We can also define j(f)=mfor y EA\T. For 
x E Y, let 2 = j(Z); we have a mapping Y +J?, x H 2, which is not a graph map, but is 
injective and satisfies 
o(9) = om for all y E A, 
E = Z forallxEE(Y), 0 * 
qw = 2 for all x E Y. 
Recall that the stabilizer of v” for the action of r on Y is GV, for v E V(Y). If g E G,, 
the automorphism x H gx of Y has a unique extension to an automorphism 
&: 2 +& such that #~(4) = & bv Lemma 1. Writing gx for &(x), we have c 
q(gx) = gq(x) for all g E GU, x E 2 If y E A, there is a unique extension 4,, of the 
automorphism x H t,x of Y such that t(y) = &@). Note that, by definition of an 
extension, q&x) = t,q(x) for all x E k 
. If y E A and g E G F, then & stabilizes j? 
Note that Gi is the stabilizer of 9 for the action of 7~ on %? Since g E GF s 
G Oryx, *& stabilizes om = o(i). W ’ l rrtmg gx for &(x), we have o(gy^) =go@) = o(9), 
and q(gy^) = gq(f) = gf = 9 = q(g), hence g.9 = y^ since q is locally injective. 
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Now w has a presentation 
(t,, 6, 1 rel G,, t,a’t,’ = a ‘, tz = 1 for z E E(T)) 
(see [4]), where y runs through A, v runs through V(Y), and far each y, a runs 
through 6,. 
emma 3. The mappings ty I-+ &,, g I-+ & (y E A, g e G,) have an extension to a 
homomorphism 72 + Aut 2, so that v acts on 2. Moreover, q(gx j = gq(x j folr all g E m, 
XEA 
Proof. If g, h E G,, then &&, = U#Q~ by Lemma 1, since both && and ~#+h extend the 
automorphism x - ghx of Y, and fix 6. clea 1y Q5, = 1 for z E E(T), so we have to 
show that, for y E A and a E G,, 
By Lemma 2, #a9 stabilizes 9, hence stabilizes t(g), while 4,~ stabilizes m since 
a’ E Gt(+ But by definition of (by, m= &t(f), hence &,&& also stabilizes t(9). 
It now follows from Lemma 1 that ~,~~Y~,’ = &Q since both sides of this equation 
extend the automorphism x - a ‘x of ?. It has already been noted that the equation 
q(gx)=gq(x)istrueforgEG,org = ty (y E A), hence: it is true for all g E rr. 
It now follows from the identities (*) above that, for all g E x 
q(gx^)=gx’ forallxE Y 
and 
gi = g$= gx^ for all x E E(Y). 
Also, for y E A, t(gy^) = gt(y^) = gt,,ta. Further, G, stabilizes u^ by construction (for 
v E V( Y)) and for-y E A, Gi stabilizes y by Lemma 2. It follows easily from this and 
the identities on p. 387 of [4] that there is a graph map r: Y +g given by r(gx’) = g? 
for g E ar and x E Y. Clearly qr = id?, so r is injective, whlich proves Theorem 1 of [a], 
that Y is a tree. Indeed, id* : p + P is therefore a universal covering, and it follows at 
once from the remarks preceeding Lemma 1 that q is an islomorphism, hence r and q 
are inverse maps. 
If we are going to dispense with Britton’s Lemma entirely, we need to give a 
separate proof that the vertex groups G, embed in w in the obvious way. This was 
tacitly assumed in the proof above, to try to keep the notation simple, but it is not 
strictly necessary to assume it. It is, however, of independlent interest, an 
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the following argument, which is an adaptation of one given by P. Hall, described in 
B.H. Neumann’s essay [7]. 
Let (99, Y) be a graph of groups; the universal group F( 99, Y) is the group with 
presentation 
where y runs through E(Y), v runs through V( Y), and for each y, a runs through Gy. 
Choose a maximal tree T of Y, and a vertex vo of Y. For each vertex v, let wU be the 
reduced path from v. to v in T. Then w. is a finite sequence of edges yl, . . . , y,, and 
gives rise to an element of F(%, Y), namely ‘yu = y1y2 l 9 l y, (if tl = vo, yu = 1). The 
mappings 
induce a homomorphism f: ~(3, Y, T) -) F(%, Y). Here g means the image of g in 
F(9& Y) under the obvious homomorphism G; + F(%, Y). It is shown in [8] that f is 
injective. 
Theorem 1. Let (33, Y) be a graph of groups, define K = n,,, ,,(yj G,, and let K’ be an 
isomorphic copy of K. Let H = K x K’, and let S be the group of all permutations of the 
set H. Let T be a maximal tree of Y, and let 7~ = ?T(%, Y, T). T?Jen there exists a 
homomorphism 8: 7~ + S, such that, for a# v E V( Y), the composite mapping 
GU A v : S is injective, where i. is the obvious mapping sending elements of G,, to 
the corresponding generators of rr. Hence each i, is injective. 
Proof. Let 
injections 
h:H+S be theleft regular representation of H. We have a sequence of 
for each v E V(Y), where G, + K is the obvious embedding, and K + H is the 
mapping k c-) (k, 1). We identify G, with its image under the first two maps, and let 
QI, be the restriction of A to G,, so cyO is injective. 
Now, for each y E E( Y), there is an isomoi phism Gi + G$, given by a ’ I+ a (for 
a E Gy), so by the proof of the lemma on p. 538 cif [7], the groups Gi and Gi have the 
same index in H. We may therefore choose B set of representatives R, for the cosets 
{Gih 1 h E H}, and a bijection 4,, : R, + I?,-, and we can clearly do this in such a way 
that by and #e are inverse maps, for all y in E( Y). 
For h E H and y E E(Y), we can write h = b ‘r for some unique 5 E Gy and r E R, 
Define a mapping 7y :H + H by 
Ty(h) = b’&(r). 
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Then for all a E G, and all y E E(Y), 
q,h(aY)q =A(a’). 
Hence (letting a = 1) 7y~P = 1, so ry E S, and 
given on the generators by 
there is a homomorphism a!: ;z;(%, Y)'S, 
a(y) = my. (y EEWN 
Let f: 7~ + F( %, Y) be the homomorphism defined above, and let 8 = c$. Then if 
sEG,, 
@(i,(g)) = 8(rd~“(g)e(Y”)-* 
and since a0 is injective:, so is Oi,, hence so is iU. 
A bonus of this method is that we have essentially proved a theorem of Karrass, 
Pietrowski and Solitar (the “if” part of Theorem 1 in [6]). We do not give details of 
the argument since their proof, if analysed, would be very similar. However, the same 
method can be used to obtain other interesting results, one of which we now describe. 
We recall that the Euler characteristic of K.S. Brown [1] is defined for groups of 
type F., that is, groups G such that 
(1) G has a subgroup of finite index with finite cohomological dimension; 
(2) any torsion-free subgroup of finite index in G has finitely generated integral 
homology, that is, H,(G, E) is Z-finitely generated for all n, and for some integer m, 
H,(G,H)=tiforallnam. 
Let (3, Y) be a graph of groups with Y finite, and all edge and vertex groups of 
type FH1 It was asked in [3] whether or not this implies that rr(99, Y, T) is of type FH, 
T being a maximal tree of Y. Examples have been given by H.R. Schneebeli (private 
communication) to show that ~($9, Y, T) need not be of type FH. However, we can 
prove the following. 
Theorem 2. Let (%, Y) be a graph of groups, and let T be a maximal tree of Y. If 
(a) all edge groups G, are finite, 
(5) all vertex groups G, are of type FH, 
(c) Y is finite, 
then ~(9% Y, T) is of type FH. 
z Proof. Let F, be a normal subgroup of finite index in G, with finite cohomological 
dimension. Such a subgroup may be obtained by taking a subgroup of finite index in 
GV with finite cohomological dimension, then taking the intersection of its con- 
jugates in G,. The resulting group will have finite cohomological dimension (because 
if H is a subgroup of a group K, cd H s cd K). Define a new graph of groups (%‘, Y) 
bY 
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for all v E V(Y), all y E E( Y). The mapping Gi + Gil,, is to be the mapping 
G, -b Gtty) corresponding to the graph of groups (9?, Y), composed with the canonical 
map God + G4l&Yb This composite map is injective since Gr n F& = 1, because 
F& is torsion-free. By [4; Lemma 61, there is a homomorphism 
mapping 6, canonically onto GI and injective on each Gi. Let 
8: n(%‘, Y, T) +S 
be the homomorphism constructed in Theorem 1. Since V(Y) and all the G: are 
finite, S is finite. Moreover, 8 is injective on G: for all v E V(Y). Thus, if N = 
ker(&$), then N has finite index in n(%, Y, T), N n G, =F, for all v E V(Y), and 
NnG; = 1 for all y E E( Y). Now N actson the tree Y = Y(%J, Y, T, A) (A being any 
orientation of Y), so by the Bass-Serre Theorem, N is the fundamental group of an 
associated graph of groups (N, Z), where 2 = p/N. The vertex groups of (J, Z) have 
the form 
N ngG,g-’ = g(N n G,))g-’ = gF,g-‘, 
where v E V(Y), g E n(%, Y, T), while the edge groups have the form 
NngG~g-‘=g(NnG~)g-l=l (whereyEE(Y)). 
Also, the vertices of Z are in one-to-one correspondence with the double cosets 
NgG,. Since N has finite index in 7r(C!J, Y, T) and V( Y) is finite, V(Z) is finite. 
Similarly, E(Z) is finite, so 2 is a finite graph. Hence N is the free product of a 
finitely generated free group, and finitely many groups of the form gFugvl, where 
g E n(+!?, Y, T) and t‘ E V(Y). All these free factors have finite cohomological 
dimension, hence so does N (this follows from the corollary to Theorem 2 in [3]). 
Let v = n(%‘, Y, T). It remains to show that a torsion-free subgroup of finite index 
in 7c has finitely generated integral homology. Let H be such a subgroup of n. Then 
again H acts on Y, and so H is the fundamental group of an associated graph of 
groups (2, X), where X =: p/H, and X is finite since (w: H) and Y are finite. The 
vertex groups of (Z, X) have the form H n gG,g-‘, with g E rr and v E V(Y). Since 
gG,g-’ is isomorphic to G,, it is of type FH, and H n gG,g-’ is torsion free and of 
finite index in gG,g-‘, hence H n gG,g-’ has finitely generated integral homology. 
The edge groups are again trivial since H is torsion-free and gG;g-’ is finite for 
g E 7t, y E E( Y), so they certainly have finitely generated integral homology. It now 
follows easily from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for homology [3, Theorem 23 that 
H has finitely generated integral homology. 
We note that the argument used in Theorem 2 can also be used to show the 
following (recall that a group is virttially torsion-free if it has a torsion-free subgroup 
of finite index). 
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Let (%, Y) be a graph of groups, and let T be a maximal tree of Y. If 
(a) all edge groups G, are finite, 
(b) all vertex groups G, are virtually lorsion-free, 
(c) V(Y) is finite, 
then w(,%, Y, T) is virtually torsion-free. 
Finally, we remark that Britton’s Lemma can be deduced from the fact that 
?(%, Y, T, A) is always a tree, because an HNN-group has the form n(%‘, Jt, T), 
where Y has only one vertex. It is not difficult, but tedious to write out, and we omit 
the details. 
Note added in proof 
The examples of Schneebeli cited in the paragraph preceding Theorem 2 have 
appeared in: I-L R. Schneebeli, On virtual properties and group extensions, Math. 2. 
159 (1978) 159467. 
Also, the analogous result to Theorems 2 and 3 for residually finite groups is 
proved in [S], by essentially the same method. 
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